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Turnstone Press, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Wildlife rehabilitators, or wildlife custodians, as we are now called in
Ontario, often do not have the opportunity to monitor the lives of their wards once they have been
released to the wild. Sometimes that may be just as well, as even youngsters raised by their natural
mothers often do not survive the first year of their lives or, for that matter, the first few months. So
writes Lil Anderson, author of Pond Memories. Lil is well known in the Lake of the Woods area for
her extensive wildlife rehabilitation work and in Pond Memories she recounts her experiences
nurturing the creatures that people less skilled bring to her.Much of the action focuses on the antics
of the menagerie in and around the pond on her property. (Originally dug for a young beaver
named Eh.) Lil learns to cope with Brownie, a young bull moose who came to her half-drowned and
suffering from pneumonia, and whose appetite for clay, squashed caterpillars, and rotting aquatic
vegetation made Lil s stomach curdle.Lil also raises a kit vixen fox, who one day happily leaves...
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The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I am delighted to explain how this
is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Roberto Friesen-- Roberto Friesen

This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Darrin Abbott-- Darrin Abbott
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